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Abstract

Unsteady behaviour in the near-field of buoyant plumes is char-
acterised by periodic puffing, with the formation of large-scale
vortical structures (puffs). For a finite area, pure thermalplume
source, the puffing behaviour is associated with an instability
of the lapping flow that develops over the heated region away
from the plume centreline, forming bulge-like structures,which
eventually merge with the central ascending column and form
into a puff. This lapping flow instability, and the associated
puffing, are studied both numerically and experimentally us-
ing shadowgraphy and two-dimensional, two-component par-
ticle image velocimetry for a planar plume with water as the
working fluid.

Introduction

Puffing behaviour, the periodic formation of large-scale vor-
tical structures (puffs), is a characteristic unsteady behaviour
shown in the near-field of buoyant plumes. Both forced and
pure plumes exhibit this behaviour, however most related stud-
ies in the literature considered forced plume configurations
[3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 13]. In the current study, we consider pure ther-
mal plumes, which by comparison have received relatively little
attention [8, 9, 12].

The numerical study of a pure thermal axisymmetric plume [12]
showed that the near-field puffing is associated with an insta-
bility of the lapping flow that develops over the heated region
away from the plume axis, forming a bulge-like structure, which
eventually merges with and surrounds the central ascendingcol-
umn. Our recent numerical studies [8, 9] on the near-field for
pure thermal planar plumes have brought further understand-
ing of this lapping flow instability, and the associated puffing,
by obtaining parametric dependencies of the unsteady flow be-
haviours. In [8], the variation in the Prandtl number depen-
dence of the stability characteristics for this flow, with a finite
width source, from that shown in the classical stability study
[11], which assumed an idealised, infinitesimal source plume,
has been addressed and investigated by direct stability analysis.

The purpose of this paper is to provide experimental valida-
tion for results obtained using an incompressible Navier–Stokes
solver, for the near-field unsteady behaviours of a pure ther-
mal planar plume with water as the working fluid. The nu-
merical simulation used an in-house, non-staggered, finitevol-
ume code [2], which is based on a fractional step method [1].
Experimental results were obtained using shadowgraphy and
two-dimensional, two-component particle image velocimetry
(2D2C-PIV). In the following sections, the numerical and ex-
perimental methods are explained, the numerical and experi-
mental results are compared, and the conclusions are presented.

Numerical method

The computational domain is shown in figure 1. The govern-

ing equations are the non-dimensional, incompressible Navier–
Stokes equations with the Boussinesq approximation for buoy-
ancy:
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wherei = 1,2,3 and j = 1,2,3. x1 = x, x2 = y andx3 = zare the
coordinates as shown in figure 1, andt is time. u1 = u, u2 = v
and u3 = w are the velocity components in thex, y andz di-
rections, respectively.p is the pressure perturbation andT the
temperature perturbation given asT = (T∗−T∗

∞)/(T∗
s −T∗

∞),
whereT∗ is the dimensional local temperature,T∗

∞ the dimen-
sional ambient temperature andT∗

s the dimensional source tem-
perature. The superscript,∗, is used for dimensional quanti-
ties. Control parameters are the Reynolds and Prandtl num-
bers. The Reynolds number is defined as Re=U∗L∗/ν∗, where
U∗ =

√

g∗β∗(T∗
s −T∗

∞)L∗, with L∗ the plume source width,ν∗
the kinematic viscosity,g∗ the gravitational acceleration, andβ∗

is the thermal expansion coefficient. The Prandtl number is Pr =
ν∗/κ∗, with κ∗ the thermal diffusivity. The boundary conditions
are shown in figure 1. The periodic condition was employed for
thezboundaries. A uniform grid was used both in they andzdi-
rections, while for the discretisation in thex direction a uniform
grid was used in the region−1.0≤ x ≤ 1.0 and a nonuniform
grid with one percent linear stretching was used in the regions
x < −1.0 andx > 1.0. The 338× 240× 50 (= Nx ×Ny ×Nz)
mesh with∆x×∆y×∆z = 0.01× 0.0063×0.01 in the region
of a uniform grid was shown to be sufficiently fine [9]. Further
details on the numerical method used are given in [9].

Experimental method

The heating source is made up of a 50× 920× 10mm copper
plate, fitted in the upper slot (10mm height) of a 50mm thick
Perspex plate of the same length, as shown in figure 2. In the
lower slot (30mm height), a 930mm long, 15mm diameter ce-
ramic rod, around which an approximately 4m long, 1mm diam-
eter nichrome wire (7.0Ω) has been coiled, was fitted, mounted
on end caps at both ends. This unit, shown in figure 2a, was set
in a 1000×1000×1000mm3 tank, filled with water to a depth
of 250mm. The copper plate and water in the lower slot are
heated by the nichrome coil heater. Each end of the nichrome
wire is connected to an insulated lead wire which draws 3.5A
from a 24V DC power supply. The temperature of the copper
plate was maintained within∼ 0.2K of the target temperature,
using a temperature controller (OMRON E5CN-Q2MT-500)
and a solid state relay (SSR, OMRON G3NA-D210B DC5-24).



Figure 1: Computational domain and boundary conditions

The temperature controller measures the temperature of thecop-
per plate by a thermocouple (OMEGA HSTC-TT-K) attached to
the surface of the copper plate and sends control signals to the
SSR, which acts as a switch in the circuit, so that the target tem-
perature set on the controller can be maintained. The circuit
diagram for the whole system is provided in figure 3. The Biot
number for the copper plate is approximated to be 10−3−10−2,
thus a uniform temperature distribution was expected. Our pre-
liminary test, where we simultaneously measured temperatures
at different locations of the copper plate, showed negligible tem-
perature variation over the copper plate. Using this large-scale
test rig, a large Re can be achieved with a small temperature
difference, minimising the effect of the variation of properties
due to temperature and the error due to refractive index change
for PIV measurements. The experimental results were obtained
with T∗

s −T∗
∞ = 2.0K, which corresponds to Re= 710, and are

compared to the numerical results obtained with Re= 700 and
Pr= 7.0 in the following section. This variation in Re is con-
sidered to be small enough not to adversely affect the validity
of the comparison.

Due to the two-dimensional nature of the planar thermal plume
being investigated, both shadowgraphy and 2D2C-PIV are
thought to be suitable experimental techniques. The shadowg-
raphy used a setup described in [7], where a Mirabella 72W
Halogen light bulb, covered with a black card board box with
a 8mm hole on one side, was used for the light source. Our
2D2C-PIV system employs double-frame/single-pulse record-
ing, where the even frame of an image pair admits the first laser
pulse and the odd frame admits the second pulse, and the camera
and laser are synchronised by an in-house program. The camera
was set to obtain the field of view (FOV) of 50×40mm2, and
the laser sheet was generated using a Nd:YAG laser, New Wave
Research MiniLase2, which delivers a 25mJ pulse of 532nm
light over 5− 7ns. The optimum time difference between the
laser pulses was experimentally determined to be 50ms [7], and
image pair was recorded at a rate of 10Hz. The fluid (250L of
water) was seeded with approximately 1g of 10µm hollow glass
particles, manufactured by Potters Industries. Further details on
the experimental techniques are given in [7].

Results

Figure 4 contains instantaneous temperature and vector fields
obtained by numerical simulation, which clearly show the
bulge-forming instability in the lapping flow and the puffing

(a) Isometric view

(b) Side view

(c) Enlarged side view

Figure 2: Heating source unit (Dimensions are in mm).



Figure 3: Circuit diagram

Figure 4: Numerical results for instantaneous temperatureand
vector fields

along the vertical ascending column. Similar unsteady be-
haviour was observed in the experiments. Figure 5 contains
shadowgraphs of the near-field thermal plume in the experi-
ment, with the white lines indicating the edges of the plume
source. The height of the images is approximately 0.85 in non-
dimensional units. The bulge and puff structures can be identi-
fied, as marked.

The mean fields of the non-dimensional vertical velocity com-
ponent, obtained using numerical simulation and 2D2C-PIV,
are compared in figure 6. The results show close agreement
in both the flow profiles and the velocity magnitudes, and there-
fore the numerical code and the 2D2C-PIV measurement tech-
nique were mutually validated. Further observations were made
on the transient, unsteady behaviours using 2D2C-PIV and are
discussed in detail in [7].

Conclusions

An incompressible Navier–Stokes solver was used to simulate
a near-field unsteady pure thermal planar plume with a finite
width source, with water as the working fluid. The near-field
unsteady behaviours, the formations of bulge and puff struc-
tures, observed by numerical simulation, were validated exper-
imentally using shadowgraphy and 2D2C-PIV. A quantitative

(a) Bulge formation

(b) Puff formation

Figure 5: Shadowgraphs showing bulge and puff formations

validation was also obtained for the mean field of the vertical
velocity component, using 2D2C-PIV. To the authors’ knowl-
edge, the current study is the first experimental study on the
near-field unsteady behaviours, the lapping flow instability and
the associated puffing, of a pure thermal plume since the previ-
ous studies [8, 9, 12] were all conducted numerically.
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